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Note: This is only a summery of the Exenox Whitepaper. The whitepaper

will be released according to our timeline
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Introduction
An evaluation of an average website shows that at least 70% of the traffic comes from

visitors who are using mobile devices. This only proves that most users of the internet

and other online tools make more use of their mobile phones and other portable

devices (laptops, tablets, etc.). The world of computer technology is shifting towards

the mobile phone because of its comfort, mobility, and other related advantages. Over

the last decade, there have been tremendous improvements in the mobile industry with

corresponding developments in the user base. This trend is believed to improve further

at a greater rate in the coming decade. In general, statistics have shown that about

78.9% of internet users make use of mobile devices. This represents about 36.9% of

the world population.



A multi-purpose blockchain integrated smartphone  

with mobile mining capabilities designed to connect 

the user to various mobile applications and network 

providers. The Exenox Smartphone is  designed for 

ease of blockchain to mobile integration and use. 

The EXENOX SmartPhone

SMARTMINER & SMARTNETWORK

EXENOX Mobile designs, brands and creates blockchain-integrated mobile devices 

with high technological requirements that offers durability and excellent usability 

spurring a friendly ecosystem that makes life easier and smarter.

ABOUT EXENOX MOBILE



EXENOX Mobile Mining & Smartphone

The First Generation Mobile Phone on the 

Blockchain that includes an Eco-friendly 

mobile mining application. In addition to 

top of the line features, app store, 

security, inbuilt applications to provide 

our customers quality products.

Our Core

❑ Innovative smart phone

❑ Power-friendly mobile miner

❑ Intelligent smart network

❑ United user ecosystem

❑ The first large-scale integration of the 

blockchain technology with the mobile 

industry

Engendering mass adoption via



What we do!

Smart Mining
Smart Products

❑ Smartphone & Smartphone +

❑ Mobile Enabled Tablet & Tablet + 

❑ Headphone & Headphone +

❑ Wireless Charging Stations

❑ Bluetooth Speakers

❑ Smart Wrist Bands and Smart 

Watches

❑ The smart Social Network with smart 

business functions

Smart Network

❑ Mine EXENOX tokens.

❑ Earn bonuses and rewards.

❑ Use EXENOX tokens to purchase 

online.

❑ EXENOX smartphone users get more 

mining rewards.

❑ Available for Android and iOS users 

(soon).

EXENOX Mobile's core will be its strong community of 

product users united together with the mobile network 

and the blockchain technology through:

❑ The EXENOX mobile products (smartphones & 

tablets).

❑ The EXENOX Smart Mining app.

❑ The EXENOX blockchain app and dApp store.

❑ Pre-installed blockchain applications.

❑ Network provider services.

❑Other mobile market innovations in the future.

Work SMART!



The Future
of Mobile
SmartPhone
is here

The EXENOX

SmartPhone

The EXENOX

SmartMiner

The EXENOX

SmartNetwork

The EXENOX SmartPhone

The First Generation Mobile Phone on 

the Blockchain that includes an Eco-

friendly mobile mining application. In 

addition to top of the line features, 

app store, security, inbuilt applications 

to provide our customers quality 

products with real life usage.



The Future
of Mobile
Mining 
is here 

The EXENOX

SmartPhone

The EXENOX

SmartMiner

The EXENOX

SmartNetwork

The EXENOX SmartMiner

The EXENOX smartphones are linked

to the blockchain supporting a

virtual mining mobile

application. The EXENOX phone

mobile mining app and EXENOX

tokens will be available globally.

Users with or without the EXENOX

mobile phone can download our

mobile mining application on the

iOS App and Google Play stores.



Growing
Global 
Smartphone
Network

The number of smartphone users is 

forecasted to grow from 2.1 billion in 2016 

to around 2.5 billion in 2019, with 

smartphone penetration rates increasing as 

well. Just over 36 percent of the world's 

population is projected to use a smartphone 

by 2018, up from about 10 percent in 2011. –

Statista.com

2Bn+
Global

Smartphone

Users

100+
Applications



THE EXNOX MINER 

Quick and easy to set up

Easy to maintain

Relax afterwards.

The Exenox Server 

does the rest

Watch the growth



The Exenox miner uses the Exenox Proof of Relevance  mechanism 

The Exenox Mobile Miner, also known as Exenox Token
Generator is a simple cryptocurrency cloud mining app.
The application uses the proposed Exenox Proof Of
Relevance mechanism to distribute hourly allocated
tokens to all active nodes. A node is a single instance of
the Miner capable of receiving and distributing tokens
to various wallets or operating accounts.

At the moment, the Exenox Mobile Miner is still at the
experimental stage but utterly harmless as it requires
very little permissions from the host devise and does
not utilize the devices’ resources in the mining
operation. Rather, all operations are done from the
Exenox cloud server. The miner is only capable of
Mining EXNX tokens at this stage. Efforts are on the
way to add BTC, ETH, and LTC which will proceed the
set up of the Exenox POW mining pool. Since this
application uses our cloud server to mint and allocate
tokens, the node runs continuously on the server even
after the user logs out of the application. You do not
need to keep the app running in the background.



Network
Provider
Services

Airtime/Data Service

Work with wireless carrier to 

accept crypto payments

The Emerging SmartPhone

The EXENOX Smartphone that will be cost 

effective for the emerging market

Emerging Market Support

Subsidized Mobile rates for areas with 

low income 

EXENOX will introduce a global facility

for the customers to purchase airtime

and data plans from multiple mobile

service providers across the world using

EXENOX tokens. Negotiations are on the

way with reasonable progress at this

front.



EXENOX EMERGING MARKET

We at EXENOX Mobile take pride in our efforts to become the world’s first manufacturer of

innovative smartphones with a power-friendly crypto mining solution. We believe that smartphones

should not simply be products used for communication and information distribution. Our EXENOX

smartphones will utilize Android OS with an in-built mobile mining application to earn tokens,

rewards and additional bonuses. Our mission is to give our consumers an opportunity to mine

EXENOX tokens and other cryptocurrencies and earn dividends for using the EXENOX smartphone

thereby generating passive income. Aside our mobile mining solution, users can use their EXENOX

smartphones in many other ways such as payments for a wide array of online products and

services. We also aim to make our smartphones affordable to everyone and everywhere. Therefore,

we will also distribute our smartphones to low income areas/societies at subsidized prices.

Furthermore, other smartphone brand users worldwide can also download our mobile mining

application on the Apple iOS Store and Google Play Store to earn EXENOX tokens, rewards and

additional bonuses.

MISSION STATEMENT

Profits will be shared to support the global emerging market and low income household support

As at July 2018, the world population

is estimated at 7.6 billion. The

estimated number of mobile users is

about 4.57 billion. This volume

compared to the estimated number

of blockchain users or people with the

knowledge of the blockchain (which is

estimated at 5% of the total world

population) is remarkably huge. Thus,

creating a huge potential for a

relationship between the blockchain

and the mobile technology which

remains largely untapped till date. If

this gap is appropriately bridged,

there will be a high propensity for

mass adoption of the blockchain

technology and cryptocurrency.

Therefore, EXENOX Mobile

Technology seeks to bridge this gap

by inventively deploying affordable

mobile devices with tools and

programs that are targeted at solving

the everyday need of both the

common populace and the rare high

side of every society.

Engendering greater Usability, availability and affordability of smartphones and blockchain tools



WALLET

With biometric features locked 

into the blockchain tools  

providing an extra level of 

security that guarantees a state 

of the art digital mobile wallet.  

Our wallet is built to   offer a 

friendly relationship with other 

crypto currencies via atomic 

swap as well as direct 

relationship with fiat in licensed 

countries.

The Exenox wallet provides secure transactions with very low fees that matches no other. 

The EXNX Token can be stored 

on any TRC20 compatible Tron 

wallet. This gives the user full 

custody of their funds as the 

private keys are sole properties 

of the owners which gives them 

the exclusive right and privacy 

over the wallets.

Exenox Vault (To be 

launched on March, 2021)

TronLink

Trust Wallet

Recommended 
Wallets

EXNXWALLET

EX6 EXNX EXNX



The EXENOX Phone

Superior Phone for the 

Smart Market

• 24.0MP f/1.8 Rear 

Camera 

• 13 MP Front Camera

• 5.99 OLED Display 

• 90%+ Screen to body 

Camera & Screen

• Fast Charge/Wireless Charge

• Corning Gorilla Glass 

Front/Back

• Built in Cryptographic Wallet

• 3D display

• Pop up front camera 

• 4G Network

More Features

• Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 (2.5 

MHz)

• 8GB RAM

• 256GB ROM

• Expandable Storage up to 256GB

Speed & Storage

• Side Fingerprint 

ID

• Fast face ID

Biometric Security

WELCOME TO THE WORLD’S  FIRST BLOCKCHAIN 3D SMART PHONE

Full specifications and product details available on request



THE EXNX

The Exenox token (EXNX) is an TRC-20 smart contract built on the Tron blockchain. The 

EXNX is a place holder for the EX6. The EX6 is a token built on the EX6 blockchain. It is a 

blockchain that is planned carefully from the ground up to support the Exenox Proof of 

Relevance Mechanism which evaluates the relevance of a node (a wallet with node’s 

characteristics) taking multiple constraints to account while selecting which node validates a 

transaction and for which node receives a reward. The EXNX token is a 5% supply of the 

EX6 Coin.



EXENOX TUBE
Get video revolution freedom

The Exenox Tube is a freemium cutting edge

innovation by the Exenox project to design and

build a video social media platform for both

individuals and businesses. It is a platform that

provides a means of expression via video and

textual contents.

Over the past few years, the blockchain technology

has experienced a fair share of controversial

removal of its contents from major platforms like

Facebook and the Google’s YouTube.

Exenox seeks to remedy this by providing a

Blockchain targeted social media platform which

will offer a great deal of help to the industry and

other related content providers.

BE FREE TO EXPRESS



1. Video upload and "controlled" download: 

Upload your tutorials, fun videos, documentaries, movies etc.

2. Friendly and interactive commenting, like and dislike functions. 

3. Full video performance reporting system:

▪ Video views

▪ Analytics and Charts 

▪ Likes and dislikes 

▪ Comments etc.

4. Monetize your videos 

Choose which video to monetize  and earn from your contents. Present a short clip as a preview 

for your long premium videos.

5. Create a channel.

Create your own channel and upload your videos with total control.

6. Import videos from YouTube 

Import your videos from YouTube (from a  selected channel or by  special tags)

7.  Video Quality Selection 

Users can select video quality based on the speed of their Internet. Enjoy seamless uninterrupted 

streaming.

8. Receive tips &  Gifts

Receive tips and gifts  from friends and associates in (EXNX/ExG) tokens and other currencies  

9. Full advert network; submit your ads to reach out to millions of online users. Ads are accepted 

in textual, image or video format.

10. Earn from advertisers 

Users (channel owners) can earn from advertisers. Generate income from every click on ads 

shown on your uploaded videos.

Welcome to a world of video 

revolution

10 Important



EXENOX Token
Distribution

MAXIMUM TOKENS IN 

CIRCULATION

5,000,000.0

0

Mining Distribution 35.0% 1,750,000.00

Mining Reserve 20.0% 1,000,000.00

Team & Advisors 10.0% 500,000.00

Bounty & Marketing 5.0% 250,000.00

Private Donations 20.0% 1,000,000.00

Strategic Partnership 10% 500,000.00

Airdrop Distribution 

Team & Advisors 

Bounty 

Mining  Reserve 

Strategic Partners 

Mining  Reserve 

TOTAL TOKENS IN CIRCULATION  = 5,000,000.00 
EXNX 

Our focus at Exenox is to build a strong community with a solid 

support for our Project and products. Therefore, we are giving 

the community a higher share of our tokens. This put the power 

of the market value determination in the hands of the 

community. 



EXNX token supply Phase Bonus Available Tokens

Private Donations Phase 1 80.00% 50,000.00

Private Donation Phase 2 50.00% 100,000.00

Private Donation Phase 3 35.00% 300,000.00

Private Donation Phase 4 20.00% 400,000.00

Private Donation Phase 5 10.00% 50,000.00

Private Donation Phase 6 0.00% 100,000.00

TOTAL 1,000,000.00

Private Donor’s Allocation 1,000,000.00 EXNX

PRIVATE DONATIONS SCHEDULE



EXENOX 

TOKEN PRICE

$0.49

PROJECT SOFT CAP

N/A
PROJECT HARD CAP

N/A

BONUS PHASES 

40% - 0%  
AVAILABLE SUPPLY

2,000,000

MAX SUPPLY

5,000,000

Business Development Operations and R&D

Team & Advisors Legal Compliance

Product Development Marketing Infrastructure

Reserve Liquidity



Roadmap 

Q4

✓ Exenox Mobile Miner 

Beta Test (Phase 2)

✓ Platform Maintenance 

and Upgrades

✓ EXNX Def Token Smart 

contract release

2019

✓ Mobile Miner (Android) 

Full release

✓ Exchange Listing (DEXes)

✓ Community Expansion 

Program (Phase , 1) 

✓ Exenox Gas(introduction)

2020

❖ Exenox Regional 

Expansion Program 

(Regional Campaign)

June 
2020

❖ Exenox Tube

❖ CMC Application

❖ ExG DeFi

Campaign

❖ Exswap Test

2020

Q1

Q2

Q4

April 2019

❖ Exenox Miner Airdrop 

Support( Beta Test).

❖ Community Expansion 

Program (Phase , 2) 

❖ May 2020

❖ Exenox Mobile Vault 

(Alpha Test)

❖ Exchange Listing

❖ Exenox Tube Detailed 

Specifications 

Aug-Sept 2020

❖ Exenox Mobile Advert 

Network

❖ Exenox Tube (Alpha 

Test) 

❖ EXNX Trading

❖ ES2 Alpha Test

July 2020

❖ Exenox Mobile 

Vault Full release

❖ Exenox Token 

Generator (iOS 

Version)
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The Team

Our team consists of businessmen and blockchain enthusiasts drawn from various fields. As a 

global/international project, we have members from different countries and continents. Presently, 

we have representatives from United States, Africa, India, United Kingdom, the Netherlands, 

China and the Philippines. This team consists of very experienced personnel with various levels of 

expertise in all areas required to make our project a success. 



Note: Some information contained in this document is not final as we are 

waiting for the report from the government of our proposed country of 

accreditation to validate  the regulatory compliancy of certain  parts of 

the proposed model. 



Home Page

Telegram 

www.exenox.co 

@exenoxglobal

Web Miner miner.exenox.net 

Instagram @exenoxmobile

Twitter @exenoxmobile

https://exenox.net/
https://t.me.exenoxglobal/
https://miner.exenox.net/
https://www.instagram.com/exenoxmobile/
https://twitter.com/exenoxmobile

